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Abstract

The multi-version approach is useful in both
synchronous and asynchronous groupware systems. This
paper discusses the implementation of a real-time group

editor that embodies our approaches and algorithms
based on multi-versioning, which can preserve individual
users' concurrent conflicting intentions in a consistent
way. To highlight the distinct contributions of our work,
we also present a detailed description of some novel
features ofthe system.
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1. Introduction

Collaborative editing systems (or group editors) are

designed to support the cooperation and collaboration
process between co-authors.

Collaborative editing systems can be synchronous (or
real-time) or asynchronous (or non-real-time).
Asynchronous collaboration occurs when co-authors
work on the same document at different times. Systems
that support asynchronous editing allow only one author
(user) to modify a shared document at a time. Distributed
real-time group editors support multiple users to view and
edit the same document concurrently from geographically
dispersed sites connected by a communication network
such as the Internet [7]. They are very useful tools in
cooperative software engineering and CAD/CAM. By
supporting distributed users to view and edit the same

document, real-time group editors may reduce the time
required to complete a task by avoiding the overhead of
merging different versions of the same document.
Furthermore, they have the potential to support real-time
discussion.

Since end-users are accustomed to the working style
used in single-user editors, group editors are desired to
maintain some of the major properties of single-user
editors, as well as supporting communication and
collaboration functionality.

In single-user editors, a user can freely edit any part of
the document (the non-restrictiveness property), and the
effect of a user's operation can be seen by herself with
negligible delay (the responsiveness property).
Furthermore, the effect will persist until another operation
is generated to specifically override or undo it. This
property is referred to as intention preservation [1]. The
intention of an operation is the execution effect that can
be achieved by applying it on the document state from
which it was generated. The intentions of a user are
represented by the intentions of operations that the user
issues.

The Internet is a network with a non-negligible and
non-deterministic communication latency. Real-time
group editors based on the Internet usually need to use a
replicated (in contrast to the centralised) architecture for
the storage of shared document in order to keep the
response time of operations low enough [3]. Each site has
a copy of the shared document being edited. Local
operations are executed immediately and then multicast to
remote sites. Consequently, each user cannot instantly see
changes made by other users to shared objects, so users
may happen to edit the same part of the document at the
same time. Many existing systems use various locking
techniques invented for database systems to prevent such
contentions [4, 6]. However not only do they violate the
non-restrictiveness property, but also interrupt users in
their work and cause unnecessary locking overhead.
Some other systems support free editing by using
predefined ordering mechanisms such that one of the
intentions of concurrent operations overrides all the
others [4]. This results in intention violation, that is, only
one of the users' intention is preserved.

Conflicting opinions (e.g. alternative design options)
are inevitable but welcome in collaborative design. So,
the systems must be capable of reflecting all aspects of
human conflict and cooperation and facilitating human
users in conflict resolution. That is, the systems must
preserve individual users' intentions that may be
conflicting with each other, and provide facilities to help
users reach a consensus or group intention [13]. The
challenge is how to maintain the unconstrained multiple
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individual users' intentions such that all replicas (copies)
of the document converge while each user's intentions are
preserved.

The multi-version approach has been proposed to
accommodate individual users' intentions in multiple
versions [1, 5]. This paper presents a system based on a
verified version composition and identification scheme
[11, 12], which supports unconstrained concurrent,
collaborative work while preserving individual users'
intentions.

The rest of this paper is organised as follows. We start
with an introduction of previous work on multi-
versioning in Section 2. Section 3 presents the
architecture of our POLO (standing for POst-LOcking)
system. We then discuss novel features of POLO that
underlie our approach in Section 4, which is followed by
a brief conclusion.

2. Previous work

In this paper, we focus on real-time object-based
collaborative graphics editing systems. We assume that a
document consists of a set of independent objects of the
following primitive types: rectangle, ellipse, line, and
textbox, and that characters within a textbox are
sequentially ordered. They can be created and deleted by
the Create and Delete operations respectively. Each
object has a set of attributes such as type, size, position,
colour, etc. The attribute values can be changed by
modification operations such as Move and Resize. For
textbox objects, a character can be inserted into or deleted
from a specified position.

2.1. Multi-versioning

Since each collaborative site is generally allowed to
edit the document freely, a conflict will occur if two sites
concurrently change the same attribute of an object to
different values. For example, if two users concurrently
change the colour of an object to "Red" and "Green"
respectively, the execution effect will be either "Red" or
"Green", depending on the execution order of the
operations. This not only leads to inconsistent document
state but also causes intention violation, i.e., only one of
the user's intentions is presented on a replica of the
document.

The only way to preserve the intentions of the
concurrent conflicting operations is to make new versions
of the same object, and then apply them to the new
versions separately. The execution effect is that no
conflicting operations are applied to the same version.
This is the multi-version approach proposed in the Tivoli
(where conflict is defined at object level) and GRACE
(where conflict is defined at object attribute level)
systems [1, 5].

If there are many operations generated by multiple
users involving in the conflict, it becomes challenging to

construct consistent versions across participating sites
while preserving the concurrent conflicting intentions.
We have proposed a formally proven scheme for
constructing versions, i.e., the contextual intention
oriented multi-versioning scheme, and devised a version
composition algorithm called compide [12].

With regard to textbox objects, an operation inserting
or deleting a character will change the indices of the
characters in a textbox. If concurrent operations target
different positions of the text, the operation
transformation approach can be used to change the
position parameters of the operations such that intention
violation will not occur [8]. However, if multiple
concurrent operations target the same position of the text,
no transformation is possible, which can preserve the
intentions of all the operations. We have integrated the
operational transformation approach with our multi-
versioning scheme such that concurrent conflicting
intentions can be preserved in multiple versions [ 1].

2.2 Post-locking

Although individual users' intentions can be preserved
by multi-versioning, it is still an issue how to control the
proliferation of versions and integrate the existing
versions such that a consensus (or group intention) can be
reached. We have proposed the post-locking approach to
controlling the complexity caused by multi-versioning
[13].

With post-locking schemes, neither end users nor the
system needs to issue a lock request before or together
with the editing operation as is required in the existing
locking schemes (we refer to them as pre-locking
schemes). As long as the end users are editing different
objects of the same document, they can freely edit the
document as if they were with a single-user editor. If
there are concurrent operations targeting the same object,
a conflict occurs and the system will automatically lock
the object and its derived versions such that the versions
will not proliferate.

The weakness of post-locking is that the lock on a
version may be shared by multiple users. Some
coordination mechanisms are necessary to transfer the
lock ownership or facilitate the group negotiation process.

3. System architecture

Our multi-versioning and post-locking schemes have
been implemented in a research prototype called POLO.
Its architecture is in general quite similar to that of
REDUCE [14]. It consists of multiple cooperating sites
connected by the Internet. A centralised server application
called PoloServer resides at a well-known Internet
address. Its main component is the central session
manager (CSM) that implements protocols for
participants to join or leave a session and is responsible
for the access control of the shared documents. The
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session manager is not involved in executing or
propagating editing and coordinating operations.
However, a central notifier is implemented within the
PoloServer to route all editing and coordinating
operations between participating sites.

Each POLO end-user site runs a copy of the
application called PoloMainConf. Document consistency
is maintained by each participating site rather than the
central server. A PoloMainConf process consists of the
following major components:

(1) A Session Management Handler (SMH), which is a
thread inside the PoloMainConf process to handle all
messages related to the CSM. It provides a user interface
for the local user to enter and leave a collaborative editing
session. It also serves as a local synchronisation point
when a remote site is joining or leaving a session. The
CSM at the central site maintains a list of sessions and the
users in each session.

(2) A POLO Consistency Manager (PoloCM), which
is the central component shared by all the other
components (see below) inside the PoloMainConf main
thread. It provides a synchronisation point of access to the
model and view of the shared document under editing. In
other words, there is only one global operation (which
must be propagated from its originating site to all
participating sites) being executed atomically at any one
time. The PoloCM controls the execution of operations
according to the consistency maintenance schemes, i.e.,
the general contextual intention oriented multi-versioning
scheme and the post-locking schemes.

(3) A Local-Message Handler (LMH), which is in fact
a modified single-user editor (PoloEditor) running inside
the main thread of PoloMainConf. It implements the local
GUI (graphic user interface), which facilitates the local
user to edit the document. In other words, it handles input
events generated from the local keyboard and mouse and
updates the local view of the shared document. Unlike
single-user editors, the PoloEditor must take care of the
consistency issue in a multi-user environment. It
delegates the execution of the locally generated global
operations to the PoloCM for the purpose of
synchronisation. The PoloCM will then call back the
PoloEditor to update the value of the document model
and the display on the local screen. Moreover, the
PoloEditor must provide some extra functionality to
support group work in its GUI, such as, optional lock and
version derivation (see next section).

(4) A Local-Message Broadcaster (LMB), which is a
thread looping for messages stored in a Local Message
Queue (LMQ), which are generated and executed at the
local site, and sending them to remote participating sites.

(5) A Remote-Message Receiver (RMR), which is a
thread responsible for receiving messages (editing
commands and coordination messages) from remote
collaborating sites. The messages will be stored in a
Remote Message Queue (RMQ).

(6) A Remote-Message Handler (RMH), which is a
thread looping for a remote message stored in the RMQ
and delegating it to the PoloEditor for execution, which
will delegate it to the PoloCM in order to maintain the
global consistency of the document.

(7) Branch conferencing components
(PoloBranchConf), each of which will be created on the
fly when a conflict occurs, so that the involved users are
able to negotiate about their contrasting intentions (for
details see next section).

(8) Real-time commenting component (PoloComment),
which is a window containing a clone of some of the
objects in the document, where the end user may intend to
express his/her alternative intentions (to be discussed in
the next section).

There is neither a branch conferencing component nor
a real-time commenting component in REDUCE (or any
other systems supporting unconstrained real-time editing).
All global operations generated in these components must
also be coordinated by the PoloCM.

In summary, a POLO collaborating application has
four major parts, i.e., a session manager (SMH)
responsible for group membership, a domain editor
(including PoloEditor and RMH) with major functionality
similar to that of its corresponding single-user editor, a
communicator (including LMB and RMR) for
communicating messages with other collaborating sites,
and a consistency manager (PoloCM). The
PoloBranchConf and PoloComment can be seen as user
centric consistency assistants. In other words, consistency
may be emergent from the interaction process with the
support of these two components rather than predefined
by the system.

In addition to the basic editing functionality, which is a
subset of that of general single-user graphics editors such
as Microsoft PowerPoint, POLO provides a few basic
supports for collaboration, such as optional lock and
unlock, active derivation, session management, and
consistency scheme configuration. Optional lock and
active derivation will be discussed in the next section.

By clicking on the "SessionMan" menu item in the
"Coop" menu (see Figure 1 below), a user can see a
session manager dialog window, where the local
application can be connected to the PoloServer. The user
can join or leave an editing session. If a session is active,
its current participants are listed.

By clicking on the "Configuration" menu item in the
"Coop" menu, a user can prescribe the semantics of
operation relationships (e.g., conflict defined at object or
attribute level) and choose different post-locking schemes.
We have implemented POLO using the Java Shared

Data Toolkit (JSDT2.0), which is a development library
from Sun Microsystems and allows developers to add
collaboration features to applets and applications written
in Java. The toolkit has been released under the LGPL
(Lesser General Public Licence) licence and is located at
https:/jsdt.devjava.net/source/browse/jsdt/.
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4. Novel features of POLO

There are several novel features implemented in the
current prototype, which are discussed as follows.

4.1. Real-time annotative negotiation

Theoretically, our contextual intention oriented multi-
versioning scheme is able to preserve concurrent
conflicting intentions of users in an unconstrained
collaborative editing environment. However, how to
arrange multiple versions in the user interface is still an

unsolved problem.
From the implementation point of view, the novelty of

POLO is that created versions are annotated to rather than
embedded into the document (referred to as the main
document) under editing. In other words, whenever a

conflict occurs, a branch conferencing window will pop

up on the screen of the users involved in the conflict,
while the original object (or the base object) is locked by
the system. Versions created for different objects in
conflict are kept in different branch windows. In contrast
to the main document, a document containing the new

versions of the base object is referred to as a branch
document and rendered in a branch conferencing window.
This arrangement has the advantage that the multi-
versioning effect will not interfere with the main
document.

Figure 1. Real-time anchored annotation

The way in which POLO holds the branch
conferencing can be categorised as anchored annotation
[2]. In Figure 1, an editor is shown with a document
displayed. The conflict shown there arose because the two
users had concurrently inserted a word between "real-
time" and "editor", i.e., "collaborative" and "group"
respectively.

A branch conferencing window provides support for
editing and viewing the versions. The window can be
easily resized and moved around. If a consensus cannot
be reached in a short period of time, the involved users
may temporarily close the window. By double-clicking
the locked base object, a user can make the window
appear on his/her screen again. However, any other users
who are not involved in the conflicts can only see the
base object in a locked state but not the branch
conferencing window unless they are permitted by the
involved users.

In the branch window, each version is rendered under
a list of names of its lock owners. A scroll bar is provided
to the right border for viewing versions that are beyond
the current viewpoint. The row of buttons at the bottom of
the branch window (with highlighted buttons Delegate
and Close) is used to coordinate the negotiation process,
which will be discussed below.

4.2. Post-lock coordination

When multiple versions are rendered in a branch
window, the involved users may further edit the versions
to which they own a lock. Therefore, all the editing
functionalities must be provided to the users. However,
the major functionality of branch conferencing is to
provide the following negotiation and decision supports:
Abstaining a lock, Delegating a lock, Voting for a version,
Realising a group consensus, Discarding all versions, and
temporarily Closing the branch conferencing window as
is listed on the bottom of the branch window in Figure 1.
Only when a user owns an exclusive lock on all the
existing versions will the Discard button on his/her screen
become enabled. The user becomes the representative to
realise the group intention. If a version is selected, the
Realise button will also become enabled. If the user clicks
on it, the system will generate a decision message that
will be multicast to remote sites. The base object in
conflict will be updated to reflect the group intention and
the branch window discarded. If no version is better than
the base object, the user can discard all the versions by
clicking on the Discard button. Button Vote is used to
support group voting.

If a user shares a lock on a version with another user,
s/he may abstain the lock, so the other user obtains an
exclusive lock on the version. The holder of an exclusive
lock can delegate the lock to another user by using the
lock delegating mechanism.

All the commands provided in the coordination toolbar
are global operations (i.e., they are broadcast to all
participating sites) except the Close button. The Close
button simply hides the branch conferencing window
locally while the other participating sites may be actively
involved in the conflict resolution process. It is useful in
some circumstances when a user is not interested in the
resolution process or is busy with other activities.
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4.3. Optional flexible-grained synchronous
locking

When a user tries to edit a group of objects extensively,
s/he may not want to be interfered with by other users. In
other words, s/he wants an exclusive lock on the objects.
In this case, it is necessary to allow the user to place a

flexible granule pre-lock, that is, first selecting a desired
set of objects and then requesting a lock before updating
them.

To support this editing style, POLO implements our

optional flexible-granule synchronous locking protocol
rather than the optional asynchronous one that cannot
guarantee an exclusive lock on the objects as is
implemented in REDUCE [9]. The meanings of optional
locking and synchronous locking are explained as follows.
A locking scheme is optional in the sense that a user

may update any unlocked object without necessarily
requesting a lock on it. If an object is locked, the user can

update it only if s/he holds the lock on it [9]. This is in
contrast to compulsory locking, where a lock must be
requested before updating an object.

A synchronous locking scheme requires a granting or

denying message from a central server (could be dynamic)
or each participating site. In other words, it requires
synchronisation with other sites. If a lock request
succeeds, an exclusive lock is guaranteed. With regard to
asynchronous locking, a lock commits instantaneously
without waiting for synchronisation with other sites.
However, if there are two sites concurrently requesting a

lock on the same object, neither can obtain an exclusive
lock, i.e., they share the lock. This is in conflict with the
above requirement.

If there are concurrent editing operations targeting the
same objects, the synchronous optional lock will fail, but
the intentions of the concurrent editing operations will be
preserved. In other words, editing operations have a

higher priority than synchronous optional lock requests. If
multiple sites concurrently request a synchronous optional
lock on the same object, none of them will succeed. It is
worth noting that the Whiteboard of Microsoft's
NetMeeting supports only fixed-granule locks (i.e., a

whole page, see

http://www.microsoft.com/windows/netmeeting/).
Sometimes, a user may want to hide his editing

activity from other users for a period of time, i.e., other
users are not allowed to see the partial results. Although
the above optional exclusive lock mechanism can be
easily extended for this purpose, the hiding mechanism is
not yet implemented in POLO.

4.4. Locking without requesting a lock

With regard to atomic object-based multi-versioning
(conflict is defined at object level), POLO implements

our exclusive version locking scheme that guarantees a
version is always exclusively locked by a user [13]. In
fact, this scheme is an integration of pre-locking and post-
locking.

The lock on an object (not a derived version) under
editing is of pre-lock in the sense that it is enforced before
a conflict occurs. As soon as an operation is applied to an
object not yet locked by any user, the local system
automatically locks the object, and only the user who
issues the operation can further edit it. This lock is
asynchronous and implicit (the user needs not to place a
lock explicitly). Moreover, no locking request is
propagated over the network. The lock can be
automatically released when, for instance, the lock owner
starts editing another object or is inactive for a prescribed
period of time based on a virtual clock [13].

The lock on a derived version is of post-lock. If
multiple users happen to concurrently edit the same object
(no matter which attribute), a version will be created for
each of them, and each has an exclusive lock on her/his
respective version. Post-locks can only be released by the
users.

4.5. Real-time active alternating annotation

Generally, the created versions result from unintended
conflicts. In other words, the users are not aware that the
others are concurrently modifying the same object when
they issue the conflicting operations.

There are circumstances where a user wants to
deliberately contribute a new intention to an object, which
may be different from the intention having been applied
to the object by another user. For example, a user may not
be happy with the editing effect on an object that is under
editing by another user. Moreover, a user may draft an
idea on a new version and ask for comments from the
group before applying it to the main document. Therefore,
it is desirable to allow the user to actively derive a new
version of the object, and to express his/her intention on it.
POLO provides such a mechanism, which is referred to as
real-time active alternating annotation. It is active in the
sense that the version is explicitly derived under the
request of the user. Similar mechanisms have been
provided in asynchronous version control systems [10].
However, the version checked out is only visible to one
user. In other words, the versions can only be shared
asynchronously rather than in a real-time manner. POLO
allows a user to show his/her idea or intention to others in
a new version annotated to the base version, that is, the
user can create a commenting window.

In many real-time systems, a voice channel or text chat
window is provided to support commenting on the
collaborative work in progress. However, the comments
(in the form of either voice or text) can only be indirectly
integrated into the collaborative work. Furthermore,
commenting on an artefact may be less efficient and
harder to understand than providing its alternative
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versions. Our approach has the advantage that users'
contrasting intentions are visualised in alternative
versions and their contributions can be directly applied to
the document without being wasted.

By selecting a group of objects and clicking on the
deriving button on the toolbar in the main user interface
to POLO, a user can derive a new version of each of the
selected objects for expressing his/her intention.
Technically, the system will multicast a time-stamped
deriving operation to all the other participating sites to
produce a globally consistent effect. When receiving a
deriving operation, a participating site first clones the
corresponding current local objects, and then undoes
those operations that are concurrent with the derivation
operation and have been applied to the objects. The user
who derives the versions holds an exclusive lock on them.
If the intention of the user is eventually accepted by the
group, it can be applied to the main document.

Similar to branch windows, a commenting window
provides some coordination mechanisms. There are three
buttons for this purpose, i.e., Delegate, Discard, and
Close. The user who has derived the window may
delegate the lock on the versions to another user by
clicking on the Delegate button that is always enabled.
The functionalities of the Close and Discard buttons are
the same as the ones in a branch conferencing window.
Since no voice channel is currently implemented in
POLO, we provide a text commenting area as an
alternative in the commenting window.

5. Conclusion

This paper has reported on the implementation of the
POLO prototype. It focused on the system architecture
and novel features. The current prototype is a proof of
concept system, proving the correctness of the algorithms
devised elsewhere [ 11-13] and illustrating the feasibility
of our new concepts and approaches. More work is
necessary for user awareness mechanisms and the
management of documents and sessions. Furthermore,
usability experiments need to be conducted.
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